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How to use the AIBEILE Tracking App 

Download from Play Store or App Store 

 

Download the Aibeile phone app from the App Store or Play Store. 

>> >>  

Select login type between Account (multiple trackers) and ID No. (individual trackers) down at the 

bottom of the login screen. Enter the assigned password, check the Remember checkbos and Press 

Login. 

Aibeile Homescreen 

Target name, battery level, and street address and a link to the 

Alarms message inbox are at the top. 

In the top right corner are buttons to toggle between map and 

satellite; to switch to Google Maps to work out a route; and a button 

to send a request to the target watch to update its location. 

 

Beside the location arrow icon, there is an information box. 

Bottom left, there are 2 buttons to: Re-centre and zoom in on the 

target. 

At the bottom there are 5 buttons to: Voice talk to send a text 

message to the watch. In this function there is a Speech connection 

option which is unsupported with our SIMs; a History button to view 

paths in a past time period; Tel. to make a phonecall (unsupported); a 

Mode button to select the time period between location reports 

uploaded; and a More button to show the menu of other functions 

and settings. 
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History review    Working mode selection “More” function menu 

       

 

Going in the More menu, there are: 

Geofence – to add or edit a Geofence so that alarms will be recorded in the Messages log if/when a 

target watches cross the boundary of a set zone. Each ones needs to 

be given a meaningful name.  

The arrow button bottom left centred the zone on the current 

location. 

Its diameter is set using the slide control at the top. 

Press Save when finished. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The App Alarm Settings button allows the user to select whether alarms should be on or off, cause 

sound and/or vibration. The Messages option opens the Messages log showing alarms.  
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The Heart/BP (Blood Pressure) option opens a calendar page to display any measured cardiac 

parameters on a selected date. The measuring process is initiated on the watch by selecting the Heart 

function. Results are uploaded to 

the cloud for future reference.  

 

 

 

The Health Step counting function 

is also initiated from the watch, 

with daily totals available here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Settings option is the gateway to a further menu of 

functions: 

Working mode allows selection of reporting frequency time 

interval  

Admin number defines the phone number of the person who 

is administrating the phone’s settings. It requires a country 

code prefix and no spaces. 

 

The Emergency numbers allow for 2 other family member 

phone numbers to be set which might have been called by the 

watch following a long (over 3 secs) of the watch’s red button. 

Our SIMs do not support voice/phone communication. 

The Whitelist allows 5 numbers to be set, which become the 

only numbers permitted to call the watch, also unsupported. 

 

The Phonebook allows 15 people (names and numbers) to form a list, of which one can be set as the 

default, which gets rung by pressing the phone icon on the watch. Not supported. 

Clock alarm allows a time to be set a Just One time, or Each day, or an alarm that occurs on particular 

days of the week – user definable. 
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The Fall alarm can be turned on which, in the event of a fall, will 

either record a alarm. If the Fall Call Alarm is also turned on, it 

will also call the Admin number, unless the wearer cancels it, 

when prompted, if it’s a false alarm. 

 

 

 

 The Pill Alarm is a reminder for 

different pill taking regimes, like the 

Clock alarm 

(Once/Daily/SelectedDays) with an 

additional text box to explain 

medication type. 

 

 

 

 

Voice monitoring: This is the main reason that our company doesn’t support voice / phone use. The 

voice monitoring function allows someone to “listen in” as the watch makes a call to a specified number 

silently without the wearer being made aware.. This is judged a spying covert function. 

Do not disturb allows the setting of up to 4 time periods per day Monday 

to Friday only (From & To times) when calls will not be accepted by the 

phone. Does not include Sat and Sundays. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Language and Timezone option allows the choice of language (0) and 

timezone (0 outside Daylight Savings Time DST) and 1 during DST. This 

doesn’t change automatically and needs to be done manually here. 

 

 

 

The  Find device function if enacted makes the watch buzz, which helps 

locate it. 

 

 

 

 

The Remote Shutdown function powers the watch off. The red button on 

the phone needs to be pressed 10 times to do the same thing. 
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The Call Alert function controls whether the call alert it Mute, Vibration 

only, Ring only, or both Ring and Vibration. 

 

 

 

The About device function lists the target and contact details 

defined for the watch. Fields are not editable. There are filter 

switches to remove or include LBS (phone mast location 

estimates) and WiFi location estimates. We recommend filtering 

out LBS but leaving WiFi, as indicated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Change password function allows for the changing of the password 

for the watch’s account in the usual manner – old pass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Below Settings on the More menu is the About which shows the 

version of Aibeile installed on the phone/tablet. There is a button to 

check for available updates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Instructions function opens a Google Drive page showing available 

to help users online, including an explanatory User manual in English and 

Portuguese, and a FAQ document. 

 

The Sedentary function which is on the watch only, lets the wearer open 

the Sedentary option and set a sedentary reminder time in minutes. This 

will cause the wearer to be reminded to get up and exercise if no 

movement is detected. 

 

Voice Time announcing Press the red button twice to have the watch 

announce the time. 


